HTTP API VER 1.1

For Unicode Message:
Promotional Unicode Message API
http://cloud.smsindiahub.in/vendorsms/pushsms.aspx?user=yourUserID&password=yourPassword&
msisdn=919898xxxxxx&sid=SenderId&msg=परीक्षण संदेश&fl=0&dc=8
Transactional Unicode Message API
http://cloud.smsindiahub.in/vendorsms/pushsms.aspx?user=yourUserID&password=yourPassword&
msisdn=919898xxxxxx&sid=SenderId&msg=परीक्षण संदेश&fl=0&dc=8&gwid=2

Note: Please define Dynamic Value in ##Field##
The following are the parameters used:
Parameter
name
User
password
msisdn
sid
msg
fl
dc

Parameter Value
abc
xyz
919898123456
WEBSMS
This is test sms from SMS INDIA HUB
0
8

Description
your user name
your password
Destination mobile number
Sender ID
Msg to be Sent
Flash Message Indicator 1 for Yes and 0 for No
For any regional Language

Response:
Single Message
Recipient's Mobile number, the date stamp and a unique ID.
The Message Id : 919898123456-200612295008123
Multiple Message
The Message Id : 919898123456-200612295008123
The Message Id : 919898001234-200612295008924
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Message parameter details

Username (user)
The username value is passed for authentication purposes. The username is provided to the client when
he registers for the HTTP API option from smsindiahub. In. The username (user) parameter cannot be
more than 20 characters long and can only contain alphabets and numbers, with no spaces or
Special characters.
Password (password)
The password parameter value is also passed in combination with the username for authentication
purposes. The password is provided to the client along with the username when he registers with
Smsindiahub. In for sending SMS messages Through the Gateway. The password (pass) parameter
cannot have more than 20 Characters and can contain only alphabets and numbers, with no spaces or
Special characters.
Mobile Number (msisdn)
The mobile number parameter refers to the destination mobile number to which the message is to be
sent. However, the mobile number is required to be in a Specific format. Any error in this parameter
value would lead to non-delivery of the message. The mobile number should contain only numbers. It
must also include the country code at the start beginning. It should not contain any Symbols (+) or 00
etc. and it must be a valid mobile number supported by the smsindiahub.in Gateway (All Indian Cellular
Operators).
Message (msg)
The message parameter refers to the actual message that is to be sent to the destination mobile
(msisdn). The behavior of the message parameter differs depending on the type of message being sent.
The message parameter may consist of up to 160 characters belonging to the following set:
• A …. Z a…z 0…9
• Blank space
• The meta characters \ (line feed)
Due to restrictions in the HTTP protocol format, the following special characters
must be encoded in order not to collide with reserved HTTP characters:
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Character must be encoded as:
Character
&
+
%
#
=

Hexa-decimal Encoded String
%26
%2B
%25
%23
%3D

For simple text messages, the message can contain numbers, alphabets, and spaces and certain special
characters. However, the message can contain a maximum of 160 characters, including spaces.
In case of maximum number of characters exceed 160, message is treated as Long Message
(Concatenated SMS) and is automatically split in multiple parts Based on the length of the SMS. Our
gateway can support maximum up to 459 Characters of Long Message.
Note: In case of Long Message, credits are deducted accordingly.
Valuable Facts:
1. According to GSM specification, a standard SMS message can contain up to 140 bytes of data
(payload).
2. GSM encoding represents characters using 7 bits instead of 8. This Therefore provides a maximum of
160 characters per SMS.
(140 * 8 bits) / 7 bits = 160 Character
3. A Concatenated SMS is formed from several standard SMS containing a 7 byte concatenation header
(contains the information of various parts of the Message) at the beginning of each one. Since this 7
byte header is within the Message, it reduces the total size of each SMS to 153 characters each.
Number of SMS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Max Length
160
306
459
612
765
918
1072
1220
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Sender Id (sid)
The sender Id parameter refers to the message dispatcher or from clause (THE SENDER), from whom the
message is sent. The sender Id can either be a valid international number up to sixteen characters long
or an eleven character alphanumeric string. The sender Id is an optional clause. In case the sender Id is
not specified, the SMSC number is sent as the sender Id to the destination mobile
Sender Id in case of text messaging can only be made up of alphabets & digits. It cannot contain any
special characters such as (-,+) etc.
Flash Message (fl)
Flash message parameter indicates whether the message will be a flashed on the destination mobile
(msisdn). It can contain only the values (0 or 1). Default value for this parameter is 0. When the flash
parameter is sent as 1 (fl=1), the SMS message is flashed on the destination mobile.
Value Description
0 Don't flash message.
1 Flash message on destination mobile screen

Error Message
The following are the error messages returned by the smsindiahub. In gateway in Case of Invalid
parameters provided.
Error
Code
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Error Message
Success (it means message is successfully submitted and you can check message parameter
response to check message id and parts)
Account details cannot be blank
Username or password cannot be blank
SenderId cannot be blank
Message cannot be blank
Message properties cannot be blank
ServerError#Error message
Invalid username or password
Account inactive
Account lock
Unauthorized API access
Unauthorized IP address
Message length violation
Invalid mobile numbers
Account locked due to spam message contact support
Invalid SednerId
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Transactional account not active
Invalid groupid
Cannot send multi message to group
Invalid schedule date
Message or mobile number cannot be blank
Insufficient credits
Invalid jobid
Parameter missing
Invalid template or template mismatch

Note: Only the above-defined validations are performed at the server side.
All other validations for any parameter are required to be handled at the
Client side explicitly.

Thanks
Tech Team SMS INDIA HUB
Support@smsindiahub.in

